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References: (1) B. H. Grier letter to W. G. Counsil dated May'S,198@ *

forwarding I&E Bulletin No. 80-11.

(2) W. G. Counsf1 letter to B. H. Grier dated July 7, 1980.

Gentlemen:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2
I&E Bulletin No. 80-11
Masonry Wall Design

In Reference (1), the NRC Staff requested tl$at Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
(NNECO) provide information concerning the design and construction of concrete
masonry walls at Millstone Unit No. 2.

NNECO provided the response to Item 1 of Reference (1) in Reference (2) . This
included log sheets describing the masonry walls at Millstone Unit No. 2 and
the safety-related systems and equipment deriving support from the walls or in
proximity to the walls. A systematic plant walkdown was performed and completed
during the past refueling outage. Also provided by Reference (2) was the priority
by which the masonry walls are being re-evaluated.

The masonry walls at Millstone Unit No. 2 serve one of the following functions:

a) Partition
b) Partition / Fire Wall
c) Shielding
d) Support Safety-Related Attachments
e) Resist Pipe Break Loads
f) Resist Pressurization Loads
g) Resist Tornado Wind Load
h) Resist Tornado Missiles
1) Shear Walls
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Typical masonry wall details from the design drawings are shown in Figures 1
to 4. The reinforcing steel, end conditions, and type of materials used in
the construction are shown. All masonry units were procured and installed in
accordance with Bechtel Specification 7604-A1.

Figure 1 generally represents a non-shielding wall.in the Auxiliary Building.
The walls are eight or twelve inches thick with #5 reinforcing bars at 24 inches
on center. The cells housing the reinforcing bars are filled with concrete.

The shielding walls in the Auxiliary Building, shown in Figures 2 and 3, are
constructed of either reinforced or solid masonry. The shielding walls are
from 12 to 56 inches in thickness. All cells in the reinforced walls are filled
with grout. Reinforcing is at 24 inches on center and varies from #5 bars for a
12-inch wall to #8 bars for a 42-inch wall. Both wall types use Dur-o-wall trusses
at every other course for horizontal reinforcing.

Figure 4 is typical of masonry wall construction in the Turbine Building. Wall
thickness varies from 4 to 12 inches with corresponding reinforcement varying
from #4 bars at 24 inches on center to two #5 bars at 16 inches on center.
Cells containing reinforcing bars are grouted.

In support of the reevaluation program for the masonry walls, required by
Item 2 of Reference (1), a computer program has been developed for the
purpose of analyzing reinforced concrete masonry walls for external and/or
seismic loads. A complete modal analysis is performed using a three (3)
degree-of-freedom system and a response spectrum analysis is performed to
determine the inertial loading. A detailed description of this program is
provided in Appendix A.

NNECO's philosophy, with respect to the masonry reevaluation program, is to
ensure that a conservative margin of safety exists for all concrete masonry
walls at Hillstone Unit No. 2 when analyzed for the loading conditions described
herein. Thin is achieved by performing preliminary reevaluation analyses utilizing
conservative assumptions and acceptance criteria to estimate the margin of safety
in the masonry walla. The conservative nature of this approach will result in
the modification of masonry valls that could be illustrated to perform satis-
factorily if these walls were submitted to additional, sophisticated analyses
to eliminate unquantified margins of safety.

In this way, resources are directed toward modifications to increase the margin
of safety in the masonry walls rather than into additional analyses.

The acceptance criteria by which the reevaluation of the concrete masonry walls
will be based is provided in Appendix B. Loads and load combinations contained

-

in the FSAR have been incorporated into the criteria. In addition, the
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criteria consider present day state-of-the-art analysis and design technique
as-follows:

(1) Cracked section moment of inertia for frequency determination.

(2) Recognition of a potential plane of weakness at the collar joint.

(3) Stress increase factors for abnormal and extreme environmental loads.

(4) Realistic damping values.

(5) Inelastic design and arching theory.

(6) Interstory drift.

(7) Frequency variations due to uncertainties in material properties and
effective mass.

These criteria, while developed specifically for Millstone Unit No. 2,
were derived from generic methodologies obtained through literature searches,
existing codes and data, and extensive work by our consultant in the area
of concrete masonry.

Appendix C provides a commentary on the criteria and contains detailed justifica-
tion of these acceptance criteria as required by Item 2 of the Bulletin.

As was previously reported, the recent refueling outage at Millstone Unit No. 2
provided the opportunity to complete detailed walkdowns in normally inaccessible
areas of the plant. The program at Millstone Unit No. 2 includes approximately
120 masonry walls and approximately 50 masonry blockouts in both accessible and
inaccessible areas.

The effort to develop design criteria has required extensive research into existing
code acceptance criteria. This was necessary in order to divest the conservatisms
inherent in design procedures from factors affecting the ultimate structural
behavior of the masonry walls. Considerable time and manpower have been expended
to perform the following tasks to support NNECO's . response to Reference (1) for
Millstone Unit No. 2.

(1) Develop loading evaluation procedure for masonry walls.

(2) Devalop specifications for reevaluation of masonry walls.

(3) Seismic reanalysis of the Auxiliary and Turbine Buildings to develop
floor response spectra at higher damping values than those spectra used
in the original design.

(4) Summary of lo, .upported on the masonry walls.

(5) Computation of material and section properties for the various types
of masonry walls.
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The scope of the effort to adequately respond to I&E Bulletin No. 80-11 has
resulted in the commitment of formidable engineering resources throughout
the industry. It has become evident that the reevaluation of the concrete
masonry walls for the loads and load combinations described herein will require
an extension beyond that documented in Item 4 of Reference - (1).

NNECO notes that had a masonry wall test program been selected as a means
of quantifying safety margins, an extension beyond the 180-day reporting require-
ments would be ' acceptable. This is -documented in Item 3 of Reference (1). The
lack of a commitment to such a program for !!illstone Unit No. 2 should not be
construed to mean that criteria development and reevaluation of the effected
walls are any less complex.

NNECO anticipates that the reevaluation of the concrete masonry walls at
Millstone Unit No. 2, and any modifications to these walls as a result of the
reevaluation, will be completed by May 1,1981. A final report is s.heduled
to be docketed at that time.

A detailed schedule of the response effort for Millstone Unit No. 2 is provided
in Appendix D.

We trust you find this information responsive to the Reference (1) requests and
i concur with our request for an extension as outlined above. NNECO remains
'

available to discuss any of the information provided to the Staff to date.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

JT.A.
W. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President

Attachment
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STATE OF CONNECTEUT ) -
) ss. Berlin C w ~ 4 9'Iffo#

COUNTY OF HARTFORD )

Then personally appeared before me W. G. Counsil, who being duly sworn,
did state that he is Senior Vice President of Northeast Nuclear Energy
Company, a Licensee herein, that he is authorized to execute and file
the foregoing information in the name and on behalf of the Licensees
herein and that the statements contained in said information are true
and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief.

Yd$b-e $b.
Notary Public
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APPENDIX A

COMTER RE-EVAIUATION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
MASONRY WALLS

PROGRAM: " BLOCK WALL"
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1. INTRODUCTION

A fortran computer code " Block Walls" has been developed to analyze block walls
for axial load and flexural effects due to external and/or seismic loading. The
block wall is analyzed as a simplified three degree of freedom beam model. The
modal analysis technique is used in conjunction with the response spectrum method
to obtain the seismic response of the wall model. An iterative method is used to
determine the actual stress and section properties (effective moment of inertia)
of a wall section. Convergence criteria is established to verify that the assumed
section condition results in the same inertial loading for two successive iterations.

The working stress method for concrete analysis is used for stress calculations.
Finally, the calculated stresses are checked against the established allowables.

1.1 Determination of Section State (Cracked vs. Uncracked)

Iteration Procedure

1. For the first iteration, the wall is assumed uncracked.

2. As a result of Step 1, and based on the calculated inertial forces, the
section is checked for cracking.

3. If cracked conditions exist, an ef fective moment of inertia is determined
using the following ACI Formula:

fM rI 3 I Mer I 3
~

e
II + 1Ia

-*
t er___

a j ., M(M fa
,

,

fI t

Mr" fre

NI :

where,
Mer = Uncracked moment capacity.

M = Applied maximum moment on the wall.a

I = Moment of inertia of transformed uncracked section.t

I = Moment of inertia of the cracked section.cr

f = Modulus of rupure.r

y = Distance of neutral plane from tension face.

4 A new iteration is initiated to recompute the frequencies, mode shapes and
modal participation factors.

5. The procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved.

1.2 Seismic Analysis

The wall is represented by a three degree of freedom simplified beam model.
A response spectrum analysis is performed yielding the inertial loading to be
imposed on the system.

A-1 -
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Four types of end conditions are allowed for the beam model used to perform
the analysis as shown schematically below:

g M MMass Point ----*-
2

. _ _3
p- - -

if/f

L/4 L/4 iL/4 L/4 i ,,,

i i i i |

M M My 2 3 g
_ _ ,

g g- - -

<<<//<<<<

M M M
d _1 _2 ,3 $

,- - -

M "2 "3 g3
y- - -

p L/3, L/3 _ _ f L/3 i

1.3 Stress and Deflection Calculations

The stress calculations are performed for the final configuration of the
section using working stress methods. Based on inertial loads, applied
external loads, and the computed section stiffness, the beam model
deflection is determined.

1.4 Governing Codes

1. ACI S31-79 and commentary.

2. Uniform Building Code, 1970 edition.

3. Other codes as specified.

2. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

2.1 Block Wall Stress Calculation

The governing equations for block wall stress calculations are developed
using a working stress approach.

' 'L ,. ___ i __ _

| Effective Width 't Effective Width SP ~, DP
p

h #A
1_

fN.
. ..

, YTUYICR
| : AS * fe -e

Cracked Section Uncracked Section DS

- |

Idealized Section for Analysis
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The section properties are calculated based on a transformed section with the
block material as a base. Using the standard concrete analysis equilibrium
concept namely:

FORCES ~= 0 or Tension = Compression
Section Internal MomentMoment =M =

The following equations for stre,ss calculation for bending are obtained:

Case A : Uncracked section

fMB = (M/IUCR) x YCU
fST = NSM x (M/IUCR) x (YIU-DS)
fSC = NSM x (M/IUCR) x (YCU-DP)

Case B: Cracked section

fMB = M/[0.5xACx(0.67xYCCR+YTCR-DS)+(YCCR-DP)xASPxNSMx(D-DP)/YCCR)
fST = 0.5xFMBxAC/AS+FMBx(YCCR-DP)xASPxNSM/(YCCRxAS)
fSC = NSMxFMBx(YCCR-DP)/YCCR

Note 1. For both Case A and Case B the axial compression stresses are

calculated and interaction is checked.

(fMA/FMA) + (fMB/FMB) $1.0

2. For axial tension it is assumed that the reinforcing steel only

carries the tension.

Definition of variables used in the above equations:

M = Bending moment
FMB = Allowable masonry compressive stress due to bending
FMA = Allowable masonry compressive stress due to axial force
fMB = Masonry compressive stress due to bending
fMA = Masonry compressive stress due to axial force
IUCR = Uncracked moment of inertia
ICR = Cracked moment of inertia
YCU = Distance to extreme fiber in compression (uneracked)
YIU = Distance to extreme fiber in tension (uneracked)
YCCR = Distance to extreme fiber in compression (cracked)
YTCR = Distance to extreme fiber in tension (cracked) !

AC = Transformed compressive area of section |

NSM = Modular ratio for steel
|

2.2 Eigenvalue Solution and Response Calculation

The following two matrices are determined based upon boundary conditions and
structural properties.

Flexibility matrix = [F]
Mass Matrix = [\M\]

:

1) Calculate transformation matrix [\MN = [\M\-1/2)

I

|
| A-3
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2) Using Causs elimination technique with column pivoting, calculate the
structural stiffness matrix.

[k] = [F-1]

3) Calculate transformed stiffness matrix [E] such that:

[E] = (min [k] [Mi*N]T
4) Tridiagonalize [k] using Householder's method and evaluate the characteristic

value equation:

[E] (9 ) + W i @i) = 01

5) Calculate eigenvalues using Sturm sequence on the tridiagonal matrix.

6) Calculate eigenvectors using Wilkinson's method on the tridiagonal matrix.

(W ) are the eigenvalues . for the untransformed stiffness matrix [k].7) i
Calculate the frequencies:

ft = wi/27T

8) Eigenvectors {Qi} must be transformed into the vectors { @i| of the
untransformed matrix:

{ {i} = Nt*\]{$}
i

9) Compute modal participation factors:
-n - - -

(R ) =i
_

- - .. .

10) The modal values of the inertia forces |Pfg at the dynamic degrees of
freedom for the ith mode are given by:

i

{P|t = (R ) (ai) @ {hg}i

ch
R = Participation factor for the i mode'

i

thag = Acceleration for the i mode

{fg}=ModeShapefortheich mode

11) Using the calculated inertial leads and the seismic moments, shear and the
corresponding deflection are calculated using the SRSS method since the
modes are not closely spaced.

A-4
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~ 3.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM

3.1 Flow Chart of the " Block Wall" Program

Start

Read Problem Title

Define initial Conditions of Section
No External Load Type O
External Load Applied Type 1

If KType EQ. 0 YES 102

..

Read Axial Load P
Read Shear Force V
Read Bending Moment M

Read Section Properties:
102 Read Material Properties:

Read Properties for Stress Calculations

f Seismic Ccusideration is
Not Required YES 103

Input Floor Response Spectrum as
a 2 D Array
FRS (I, J) Frequency versus
Acceleration

A-5
.
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103 Input Boundary Conditions for

Simplified Beam Element

1) Calculate the first thtee Frequencies
of the beam model

500 ii) Extract the "G" values
iii) Use SRSS to compute final

inertia loads.

Determine Total Bending

,
-

Compare with moment f r om
previous step.

N -

Is convergence satisfied? YES 600 Calculate
Stresses

Go to 500, next iteration.
Maximum number of
iterations = 10

600 Calculate masonry compression
stress, tensile' steel stress,
compression steel stress.

Print Stresses. Compare with |

allowables. Flag overstressing. |
I

t

| Stop
|
|
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3.2 Hand Calculation for Computer Verification

Assume two core masonry units, 44% solid by volume with running bond.
Nominal thickness is 12 inches, with two number 5 vertical reinforcing
bars at 16 inches spacing. Exact dimensions are:

11 5/8" x 7 5/8" x 15 5/8", c, = 1.25," tv = 1.12"

A. Uncracked section properties

Transform all materials to block material:

6 6
steel E, 29x10 grout E 1.4x10e

= 29 ; n2 " 6"
"nt= = *

6block E , 1x10 block E 1.0x10m

Tensile steel area As = 0.31 sq. inches
Tension steel cover D's = 3.375 inches
Thickness of the wall H = 11.625 inches
Effective width of beam b rg = 15.625 inchese

15.625 _

_ _

a | |a

..- .,_,. , , , . .

k* -c.

* '. .n 4 > !

[- $ ' .- i'- '
'

ig ;
,

,

: c c:z- - - - - - , - - .
-

.. .,

* # . *- U ! l *- 3. &

_3.30 8.59
_

' ~

15.625

Assumed Section Transformed Section

Uncracked moment of Inertia = I = 1096.2 in't

l

I
|
|
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B. Cracked section properties I

15.625" _l

i

I I n

S
m a

f
a o

.........

'

I
11.95

.
-

Cracked moment of inertia = l 326.7 in'=
er

C. Calculation of Effective Area (Axial & Shear)
.

Reference ACI 531-79 Code

AAXIAL = 2(1.12 + 6.1325 + 1.12) 1.25 + (9.125x1.12)3 + (6.1325x9.125)x1.4
2+ 2 x (6.1325 + 1.12) = 144.4 in

D. Calculation of Shear Area

Reference ACI 531-79 Code

ASEAR = (11.625 - 3.875) 1.12x3
+ 2x (6.1325+1.12) + 1.4 (11.625 - 3.875 - 1.25) 6.1325
= 26.04 + 15.33 + 55.8 = 97.2 in2

b,gf _ ,
.

_

,

j gxgs. , . ss. v
-

, .. .. s

y g %,
'

. " . ...'.

s 4s , .

'',6~ s.
.

,N W s
s, -

.. ..
'

-

[ __C.' ._
S' V

:
.

h
6.1325

Note: The above calculations are for uniform inertia loadings.

A-8
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E. Dynamic Inertia Loading

|
For a 12 inch wall grouted at 16 inches on center, the average weight of |a completed wall is 111 lb/f t2 '

wt/ unit length = 111x16 - 12.3 lb/in
144

'
')[1.6x10x1096.2x386.46II / EIm II

2(L)2 / Ay " 2(240) 12.3 5.98 cps=

Acceleration = 0.28g

Inertia loading intensity Wi = Acceleration x wt/ unit length

= 0.28x12.3

Seismic moment = (0.28x12.3) (20)2(12)2 24.79 in-kips
8

F. Determine the maximum bending stress

Tension = 29 x 26.79x (5.5383-2.625) = 1.9 ksi
1096.22

Comper tsion - (24.79x 4.8397) = 0.109 ksi

1096.22

,

u
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3.3 Computer Calculation
..

**ee8 LOCK UALLS PROGRAMees ,

*e**0UESTIONS $NOULD SE ADDRESSED T0*ese i
'

-

*ese E. AEK0USN SPD X 3194 eeos j

**ee S. CLOSE SPD X 3194 eeee

e*** T. JOSEPH SPD X 3192 ee*e
esse VERSION 3 08/08/80

-esseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees ;

e e

e UNITS XIPS INCHES e
e e

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

INPUT PROBLEM TITLE (UP TO 10 CHARACTERS)
> EXAMPLE

DEFINE INITIAL CONDITION OF SECTION

IF NO EXTERNAL LOAD APPLIED TYPE 0
IF EXTERNAL LOAD IS APPLIED TYPE 1

)0

INPUT SECTIONS tROPERTIES AS,AfP,3S,3P,H,L,3EFF,NE!SNT IN.
).31,0.,2.42,0. ,12., 240.,15.4,240.

INPUT IUCR,1CR,YCU,YTU,YCCR,YTCR,AAXIAL,ASNEAR,AC
WHERE: !UCR=UNCRACKES INERTIA

ICR= CRACKED INERTIA
YCUsBIST. TO EXTREME FIRER IN COMP.(UNCRACKED)
YTU=9IST. TO EXTREME FISER IN TENSION (UNCRACKED)
YCCR=3!ST. TO EXTREME FIBER IN COMP.(CRACKED)
TTCRel!ST. TO EXTREME FIBER IN TENSION (CRACKID)
AAXIAL= EFFECTIVE AXIAL AREA
ASNEAR= EFFECTIVE SHEAR AREA
AC= TRANSFORMED COMPRESSIVE AREA 0F SECTION

>1994.22,324.74,4.84,5.535,2.528,7.844,144.4,97.2.34.0
.

.

INPUT YOUNG RODULUS AVERAGE UT. PER WNIT LENGTN AND 20BDLAR RATIOSe

>1440.,0.4123,29.el.4

A-10 ,
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INPUT COMP. STRENGTH OF NASONRY COMP. STRENGTH OF SNOUT ,,

AND TIELS STRENSTN OF REINFORCINS STEEL
>1.,1.8,40. |

!

SEFAULT ALLOUABLE STRESSES ARE ACI 531-7t**
IF ACCEPTABLE TYPE o

| IF UNACCEPTABLE TTPE 1
)0

CHECK IF SE!$MIC LOADING IS TO DE CONSIDERED

IF OBE SEISMIC CONSIDERATIDM !$ REQUIRED TYPE 1
IF SSE SE!$MIC CONSIDERATION IS REQUIRED TYPE 2
IF,8E!$MIC CONSIDERATION IS NOT REQUIRED TYPE O

>2

INPUT FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM INPUT IS A 2-3 ARRAY DEFINING FREDUENCY INCPS VS ACCELERATION IN S
TTPE *No NUMBER OF POINT USED TO BESCRIDE THE CURVE T

>9

INPUT 9 SET OF FREQUENCY VS ACCELERATIONS ENTRIES EACH ON A NEU LINE
).2,.12
>1.2,.34
>2.,2.45
>2.6,2.45
>2.0,.75
>3.5,.75
>5.99,.28
>4.,.20
>1000.. 28

INPUT ADDITIONAL WEISHTS AT MASS PTS. 1,2,3
>0.,0.,0.

SOUNDART CONDITIONS ASSUMED FOR SIMPLIFIED SEAN N0 DEL

S.S BOTN ENDS TTPE 1
S.8 ONE END FIIED THE OTHER TYPE 2
30TN ENBS FIIED TTPE 3
SIMPLE CANTILEVER TYPE 4

>1

A-11
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eessessessee.....eeeeeeeeeeeeseseeeeeeeesesseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeessee e

sees DATA FROM INTERNAL STORAGEsses

sess3 LOCK UALLS PROGRARees
seeeGUESTIONS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED T0*ses
sees E. AKK0USH 6PD X 3196 sees

sees S. CLOSE SPD X 3196 see.

**** 7. JOSEPH GPD X 3192 esse
esse VERSICM 3 08/08/80

eseessessessessesseems
e e

e UNITS K!PS INCHES *
e e

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
esos PR03. TITLE: EXAMPLE esos

sees SECTION PROPERTIES ****
AS= .31 ASP = .00 BS= 2.42 BP= .00
N= 10.4 L*240.0 3= 15.6 3= 7.8

ess'NPUT FOR STRESS CALCULAT!0Nees
IUCR=UNCRACKE3 INERTIA = 1094.22
ICR= CRACKED INERTIA = 324,74
TCU=31ST. TO EXTREME FIDER IN COMP.(UNCRACKED)= 4.840
TTU=3IST. TO EXTREME FIDER IN TENSION (UNCRACKED)= 5.535
TCCR=3!ST. TO EXTREME FIDER IN COMP.(CRACKED)* 2.528
TTCRel!ST. TO EXTREME FIDER IN TENSIGN(CRACKED)* 7.046 )
AAX!AL= EFFECTIVE AXIAL AREA = 144.40 '

ASHEAR= EFFECTIVE SHEAR AREA = 37.20
AC= TRANSFORMED COMPRESSIVE AREA 0F SECTION= 34.80

,

|

!

|
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**** NATERIAL PROPERTIES ****
TOUNG NODULU5= 1400.00
AVERAGE WT, PER UNIT LENGTHS .41230000
NODULAR RATIOS = 29.0 1.4
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF NA50NRY= 1.0
COMPRE!SIVE STRENGTH OF SROUTe 1.9
TIELD OF REINFORCING STEEL = 40.0

.

** SSE SEISRIC CONSIDERATION FOR THIS PROBLEM **

FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRUM DEFINITION
F 6

.20 .12
1.20 .36.

2.00 2.45,

2.60 2.45
2.80 .75
3.50 .75
5.99 .28

'6.00 .28
1900.00 .28

ADDITIONAL WEIGHTS AT NASS PTS. ARE:

ADDW1= .400 ADDW2= .000 ADDW3= .000

** BEAM NODEL IS S.S AT BOTH ENDS **

*** FRESENCIES ARE *** 5.999 23.790 50.511

***NOSAL PARTICIPATION FACTORS ARE*** .07 .00 .01

*** ACCELERATIONS ARE *** .290 .290 .200

|

l
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*** SEISMIC NOMENT= 18.2K!PS.IN

e****RESULTS OF ANALYSIS *****

NA50NRY COMPRESSIVE SENDING STRESS = .0002KSI ALLOWAILE = .825KSI

NASONRY AX!AL COMPRESSIVE STRESS = .0000K$1 ALLOWABLE = .454KSI

TENSILE STEEL STRESS = 1.4010KS! ALLOVAILE = 34.000KSI

COMPRESSIVE STEEL STRESS = .0000 KSI ALLOUABLE = 34.000KS!

NASOMRY SHEAR STRESS = .0031KSI ALLOVASLE = .058KSI

NAXIMUM SEFLECTION = .071024 IN.

.

30 YOU UANT TO RUN BLOCK WALL AGAIN TES TYPE 1 NO TYPE 0

30

.

A-14
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3.4 Comparison Between Hand Calculation and Computer Calculation

Block Wall Program Hand Calculation

Natural Frequ'encies (CPS) 5.98, 23.79, 50.51 5.98

Seismic' Accelerations (g's) 0.28, 0.28, 0.28 0.28

Seismic Moment * (in-kips) 18.2 24.79

Masonry Compressive Stress *(psi) 80.2 109

Reinforcing Steel Stress *(psi) 1400 1900

* Note: The hand calculation predicts a higher value since the total mass of
the wall is used to predict the response of the wall. This assumption
is introduced to account for any effect of higher modes in the single
mode analysis used for hand calculation.

A-15
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APPENDIX B

CRITERIA FOR THE RE-EVAIEATION
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CRITERIA FOR THE RE-EVAIliATION

OF CONCRETE MASONRY WALIS

,

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Purpose

This specification establishes the design requirements
and criteria for use in re-evaluating the structural

adequacy of concrete masonry walls as required by NRC
I&E Bulletin 80-11, Masonry Wall Design, dated May 8,1980.

1.2 Scope

The re-evaluation shall determine whether the concrete masonry
walls and/or the safety-related equipment and systems associated
with the walls will perform their intended function under the
loads and load combinations prescribed herein. Verification
of wall adequacy shall include a review of local transfer of
load from block into wall, global response of wall, and transfer
of wall reactions into supports whera response spectra are
defined. Anchor bolts and embedmeets are not considered to
be within the scope of the evaluation.

2.0 GOVERNING CODE

The Uniform Suilding Code (1967 Edition), as specified in
Section 5.1.2 of the FSAR, shall be the governing code.
Supplemental allowables as specified herein shall be used for
cases not directly covered in the governing code.

3.0 LCADS AND LOAD COMBTNATIONS

Loads and load combinations shall be as specified in the FSAR
for concrete design; Section 5.4.3.2 for the auxiliary building
and Section 5.5.3.2 for the turbine building.

3.1 Auxiliary Buildinst

The icsd combinations are listed:

a. D+L
b. D+L+E,
c. D+L+E
d. D+L+H y

e. D+L+T+E
f. D+L+T+E'

p + E,'g. D+L+F
| h. D+L+Fr+E|
t

B-1
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Where

D = dead loads
L = live loads
E, = operating basis earthquake
E = design basis earthquake
Fp = pipe whipping loads
Fr " pipe restraint loads
Hg = hydrostatic pressure
T = thermal loads

These load combinations are applied to the portions of the
structure housing or associated with the various systems
as follows:

Item

a. Cask crane structure a,b,c

b. Chemical addition and sampling

system a,b,c,d
c. Chemical and volume control

system a,b,c,d

d. Containment spray pumps a,b,c,d

e. Control room a,b,c
,

f. Diesel generator room and day
tanks

a , b ,, e , d
a,b c

g. Electrical distribution system
h. New fuel storage a,b,c
i. Reactor building closed cooling

water system a,b,c,d-

J. Safety injection systems a,b,c,d

k. Spent fuel cooling system a,b,c,d

1. Spent fuel pool a,b,c.e,f,g

m. Waste processing systems a,b,c,d

*

3.2 Turbine . Building

The following load combinations are considered:

a. D+L

b. D+L+W
-- w

c. D+L+W

d. D+L+E
.

e. D+L+E

B-2
(
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Where

D = dead loads
L = live loads
W = wind loads (115 mph base)
W" = tornado loads (360 mph base)
E, = operating basis earthquake
E = design basis earthquake

4.0 MATERIAIS

4

4.1 Concrete Masonry Units

4.1.1 Normal weight and lightweight hollow concrete masonry
units, of sizes shown on the design drawings, conform

'

to ASTM C-129, Type 1, smooth faced with linear
shrinkage limited to 0.057..

4.1.2 Heavy weight hollow concrete masonry units, of sizes
shown on the design drawings, conform to ASiY. C-90,
Grade P-1, Type 1, smooth faced with linear shrinkage
limited to 0.057. except that the density of the cured
and oven dried units used for radiation shielding are
not less than 140 pounds per cubic foot. If solid

concrete masonry units are used they conform to
ASTM C-145, Type 1, Grade P-1.

4.2 Cementitious Materials

4.2.1 Portland Cement conforms to ASTM C-150, Type 1.
.

4.2.2 Lime conforms to ASTM C-207, Type S.

4.3 Mortar Sand

Mortar sand conforms to ASTM C-144, natural or manufactured.

4.4 Arrrerate

Aggregate conforms to ASTM C-33 for concrete blocks.

4.5 Reinforcement

Reinforcement conforms to ASTM A-615-68, Grade 60.

B-3
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4.6 Mortar
'

Mortar, except for fire walls, conforms to ASTM C-270, Type S,
having a compressive stra.ngth of not less than 1800 pounds
per square inch at 28 days. Mortar for use in fire walls
consists of 3 parts clean sharp sand,1 part Portland Cement
(proportioned by volume) and 15 percent hydrated lime (by
cement volume).

4.7 Grout

4.7.1 Normal-Weight Masonry Units

Grout for normal-weight masonry units is either mortar
as per Section 4.6 or Class B grout (without flyash)
as per Specificaticn 7604-C-20, which has a compressive
strength of not less than 3000 psi at 28 days.

4.7.2 Radiation Shielding Masonry Units

Grout for use with radiation shielding blocks is as
mentioned in Section 4.7.1 and is homogeneous and has
a dry density of not less than 120 pounds per cubic
foot.

4.8 Control Joints

Control joints are "Dur-O-Wall Wide Flange Rapid Control Joint"
of size to suit the thickness of the wall.

5.0 DESIGN ALLOWABLES

5.1 Design allowables for load combinations which contain
unfactored (load factor of 1.0) dead, live, operating thermal,
operating basis earthquake or wind loads shall be as follows:

5.1.1 Masonry

Most of the allowable working stresses for reinforced
solid and hollow unit masonry as given in the Uniform

i

[ Building Code (1967 Edition) are sutenarized below.
These values are based on meeting the special inspec-
tion requirements. Allowable working stresses for
unreinforced masonry are given in the Unifom Building
Code (1967 Edition) and are not sutunarized herein.

i

l
i
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5.1.1.1 Compression - Axial Walls

The axial stress in reinforced masonry
bearing walls shall not exceed the value
determined by the following formula:

r 3 --_

f = 0.20f 1-
m m 30t

)
where:

_,

f = compressive unit axial stress in
* masonry wall.
.

f = ultimate compressive masonry stress,"
1350 psi, as specified for hollow
concrete units, Grade A.

t = thickness of wall in inches.

h = clear height in inches.

5.1.1.2 Compression - Flerural

0.33 f but not to exceed 900 psi -

5.1.1. 3 Shear

No shear reinforcement; 50 psi -

Reinforcement taking entire shear:
flexural members; 120 psi-

shear walls ; 75 psi

5.1.1.4 Modulus of Elasticity

9

1000f but not to exceed 3,000,000 psi

5.1.1.5 Modulus of Rigidity

400f but not to exceed 1,200,000 psi

- 5.1.1.6 Bond - Plain bars

I 60 psi

5.1.1.7 Bond - Deformed bars

140 psi

B-5
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5.1.1.8 Bearing - On full area

0.25f but not to exceed 900 psi

5.1.1.9 Bearing - On one-third or less of area

0.30f but not to exceed 1200 psi-

5.*.2 Collar Joint

The allowable shear or tension stresses shall ba
based on in-plant testing and shall be the lesser
of:

a) 1/2 the lower bound ultimate stress as generally
determined by the mean minus 1.28 X standard
deviation.

b) 1/3 the mean ultimate stress.
.

A collar joint strength of zero may be assumed.
An interim value of 8 psi for shear and tension,
may be used prior to completion of tests.

5.1.3 Core Concrete or Cell Grout

The allowable tension stresses shall be 2.5 N f/I or
0.33 times the modulus of rupture as determined *by
test.

5.1.4 Reinforcing Steel and Ties

The allowable steel stresses for reinforced hollow
unit masonry is given in the Uniform Building Code
(1967 Edition), Section 2417. For deformed bars
with a yield strength of 60,000 psi or more and in
sizes No.11 and smaller, the allowable tensile
stress or compressive stress in flexural members
is 24,000 psi.

5.1.5 Secondary Effects

Design allowable stresses may be increased by
307. when considering thermal effects or displace-
ment limited loads. In-plane effects due to
interstory drift may be determined by analysis
or in-plane strains ( li /I.) shall be limited to
0.00012, where li is the relative displacement between
the top and bottom of the wall and H is the height of the
wall. A wall confined may be ILnited to a strain of
0.0008 provided the structural shear resisting
elements bounding each vertical side of the wall
have a shear resisting capability larger than the
wall and the wall width to height ratio is at

least 0.5.

._ - __ _ _ . - D-@. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ '. _ _ _ _ . , _ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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5.1.6 Seismic and Wind Ioading

The allowable stresses for masonry and reinforcing
steel are increased by 33-1/3 percent for the 115-sph
base wind loads and the cperating basis earthquake
loads (see Sections 5.* 1.2 and 5.5.3.2 of the FSAR).

5.2 Design allowables for load combinations which contain
accident pressure, accident thermal, tornado or safe
shutdown (design basis) earthquake loads shall be as
follows:

,

5.2.1 Masonry

The allowable masonry stresses given in raragraph 5.1.1
through 5.1.3 shall be increased as follows:

STRESS INCREASE FACTOR

Compression
axial: 2.0
flexural: 2.5

Bearing: 2.5

! Shear and Bond: 1.67
.

Tension
No tension rebar

tension normal to bed
joints: 1.67

4

tension parallel to the
bed joints; in running
bond: 1.67

Collar Joint
shear and tension: 1.67

5.2.2 Reinforcing Steel

i The allowable steel stresses shall be 907. of mininnam
ASTM specified yield strength provided lap splice
lengths and embedment (anchorage) can develop this
stress level. Allowable bond stresses may be in-

! creased by a factor of 1.67 in determining splice
and anchorage lengths.

|
|

|

|

|

|
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5.2.3 Impact and Suddenly Applied (Step Pulse) Ioads

Load combinations which contain loads due to missile ;

impact, jet impingement or pipe whip may exceed the )
'allowables provided there will be no loss of function

of any safety-related system.

5.2.4 Secondary Effects

In lieu of a more rigorous analysis in-plane strains
due to interstory drift may be limited to 1.67 times
the values in paragraph 5.1.5.

5.3 Damping

5.3.1 The damping values to be used shall be as follows:

a) For uncracked sections, use 2% datping for
OBE and SSE.

b) For cracked reinforcac sections, use 47. damping
for OBE and i3 damping for SSE.

Higher damping may be used if j'?stf fied on a
case-by-case basis.

5.4 Modulus of Rupture .

5.4.1 The extreme tensile fiber stress for use in determining
the lower bound uncracked moment capacity is 6 s/f'c
or 0.8 times the modulus of rupture as determined by
test for the core concrete or cell grout and 2.4 times
the allowable flexural tensile stress for masonry.

5.5 Non-Category I Masonry Walls

5.5.1 Concrete masonry walls not supporting safety systems
but whose collapse could result in the loss of re-
quired function of safety-related equipment or systems
shall be evaluated the same as walls that support
safety systems. If the allowable working stresses
are exceeded, the walls may be checked using inelastic
analysis to verify that they will not collapse when
subjected to accident, tornado or design basis

,

earthquake loads.

6.0 Alternative Acceptance Criteria -

6.1 Where the bending due to out-of-plane loading causes flexural
stresses in the wall to exceed the design allowables given in

Section 5.0. The wall may be evaluated as follows:
i

B-8
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6.1.1 Energy Balance Technique

The deflection of the fully cracked reinforced wall
subjected to seismic. loading may be determined by the
" energy balance technique". If the predicted displacement

-

exceeds three times the yield displacement, the resulting
di.splacement shall be nultiplied by a factor of 2 and a
determination made as to A ether such factored dis-
placements would advernaly impact the function of safety-
related systems attached and/or adjacent to the wall.

In any event, the midspan displacement shall be limited
to five times the yield displacement, and the masonry
compression stresses shall be limited to 0.8Sf'm based
on a rectangular stress distribution.

6.1.2 Arching Action

The resistance of the wall to out-of-plane forces may
be determined by assuming that a three-hinged arch
is formed after flexural cracking. Due consideration
shall be given to the rigidity of the supporting elements
and their ability to restrict rotation of the wall
about the supports. The effects of a gap at the supports
shall be considered. The maximum allowable uniform
load shall be the lesser of:-

a) One third of the predicted load based on a maximum
masonry compression of 0.85f'm.

b) Two thirds of the predicted load based on a maximum
0tension stress of 6 Vf'm along the 45 diagonal

failure plane and one inch bearing width at 0.85f'm
in the vicinity of the hinge.

The deflection at the interior hinge of the arch after
full contact with the support shall not exceed 0.3 times
the thickness of the wall.

,

A determination shall be made as to whether a displacement
of 2 times the calculated displacement would adversely
impact the required function of safety related systems
attached and/or adjacent to the wall.

7.0 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

7.1 Structural Response. of Masonry Walls

7.1.1 Equivalent Moment of Inertia (I,)

To determine the out-of-plane frequencies of masonry
walls, the uncracked behavior and capacities of the

B-9
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walls (Step 1) and, if applicable, the cracked be-
havior and capacities of the walls (Step 2) shall be
considered.

,

Step 1 - Uncracked Condition

The equivalent moment of inertia of an uncracked wall
(I ) shall be obtained from a transformed section con-g
sisting of the block, mortar, cell grout and core
concrete. Alternati<ely the cell grout and core con-
crete, neglecting block and mortar on the tension side,
may be used.

Step 2 - Cracked Condition

If the applied moment (M ) due to all loads in a loada
combination exceeds the uncracked moment capacity
(Mer), the wall shall be considered to be cracked.
In this event, the equivalent moment of inertia (I,)
shall be computed as follows:

3 3-

[M 7,[Mer\cr . 7 + y
I =

e er. *

\ -) \g-)_3

-

t\gy ,

cr r

)g

where,

M = Uncracked moment capacity
Cr

M, = Applied maximum moment on the wall

I " Moment of inertia of transformed section

I = hbment of inertia of the cracked section

f = Modules of rupture (as defined in paragraph
* 5. 4.1)

y = Distance of'aeutral plane from tension face

If the use of I results in an applied moment M
which is less t$an M , then the wall shall be *

f

verified for M r',

.

|
,
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7.1.2 Modes of Vibration

The effect of modes of vibration higher than the
fcudamental mode shall be considered. For this
purpose, a modal analysis may be parformed. Alter-
tively, the inertia load on the wall due to its own
weight for the fundamental mode may be considered as
an uniform load in lieu of determining an effective
mass. The corresponding bending moment and reaction
will account for the higher made effects.

7.1.3 Frequency Variations

Uncertainties in structural frequencies of the masonry
wall due to variations in structural properties and
mass shall be taken into account. Significant vari-
ables include mass, boundary conditions, modulus of

. elasticity, extent of cracking, vertical load, in-
1

. plane and out-of-plane loads, two-way action, and
composite action of multi-wythe walls. To account
for the effect of frequency variations, it is cen-
sidered conservative to use the lower bound frequency
if it is on the higher frequency side of the peak
response spectrum. If the lower bound frequency is
on the lower frequency side of. the peak, the peak
acceleration shall be used unless a more detailed
analysis is performed.

7.1.4 Accelerations

For a wall spanning between two floors, the effective
acceler..tions shall be the average of the accelerations
as given by the floor response spectra corresponding
to the wall's natural frequency, if the bounding
floor spectra are sLnilar in shape. An envelop spectra
shall be used if the bounding floor spectra are
different in shape.

7.2 Structural Strength of Masonry Walls

7.2.1 Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions shall be determined considering
one-way or two-way n,. ns with hinged, fixed or free
edges as appropriate. Conservative assumptions may
be used to simplify the analysis as long as due
consideration is given to frequency variations.

l

.

'
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.7.2.2 Distribution of Concentrated Out-of-Plane Loads
:

o Two-Way Action

lihere two-way bending is present in the wall the
localized moments per unit width under a concentrated
load can be determined using appropriate analytical

i
; procedures for plates. Standard solutions and
i tabular values based on elastic theory contained in

textbooks or other published documents can be used
,

I if applicable for the case under inustigation
(considering load locacion and boundary conditions).

e One-Way Action
! For dominantly one-way bending, local moments can,

be determined using beam theory and an effective
width of six' times the wall thickness. However,

such moments shall not be taken as less than'

; that for two-way plate action. ,

!.

!

} 7.2.3 'Interstory Drift Effects

.
Interstory drift effects shall be derived from the
original dynamic analysis.

|
1 -

<

j 7.2.4 In-plane and Out-of-plane Effects

The combined effects of in-plane (e.g. , seismic) and
j out-of-plane (e.g. , piping) loads shall be considered. -

i
'

7.2.5 Stress Calculations
;

All stress calculations shall be performed by con-
I ventional methods prescribed by the Working Stress
i Design or other accepted principles of engineering
| mechanics. The collar joint shear stress shall be
j determined by the relationship VQ/Ib for uncracked

sections and in the compression zone of cracked'
*

sections. The relationship V/bjd shall be used for
,

collar joints in cracked sections between the neutral
,

axis and the tension steel.j
.

! 7.2.6 Analytical Techniques
' In general, classical design techniques shall be used

in the evaluation. Simplified conservative analytical-*

assumptions may be used. However, more refined methods
utilizing computer analyses or dynamic analyses may
be used on a case-by-case basis,

i

i
!
,

i- B-12
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COMMENTARY ON CRITERIA FOR THE RE-EVALUATION

OF CONCRETE MASONRY WALI.S

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Purpose

On May 8,1980, the NRC issued I&E Bulletin 80-11 entitled,
" Masonry Wall Design", to certain Owners of operating reactor
facilities. One of the tasks required by the bulletin was to
establish appropriate re-evaluation criteria. A detailed justi-

fication of the criteria along with quantified safety margins
are also to be provided by the Owner. This commentary serves

as justification of the criteria used and provides a discussion
of the margins of safety.

1.2 Scope

The concrete masonry walls are evaluated for all applicable
loads and load combinations. Cal,culated wall stresse; are
first e:ompared against an allowable stress criteria. In
generrl, wall stresses are maintained within the elastic
range if the load carrying components. If allowable stresses

; are exceeded, then wall stability is checked using ultimate
strength or inelastic design approaches and safety systems on
or near the wall are evaluated to determine if the displace-
ments might adversely affect the intended function of safety
related -iping and equipment.

|

|
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Anchor bolts, embeds and bearing plates 'provided for support
of systems attached to the walls are the subject of another
NRC bulletin and are not considered to be within the scope of

this evaluation.

2.0 GOVERNING CODE

Projects have the option of using the code referer.ced in the Safety
Analysis Report (SAR) applicable to masonry or ACI S31-79. These

~

codes do not address the abnormal loads typically applied to nuclear
'

_ ower plant design. Therefore, supplemental allowables and alterna-p

tive design techniques ~are specified in the criteria for cases not
directly covered by the code.

.

.

3.0 LOADS AND LOAD COMBINATIONS

The loads identified _ and defined in the SAR for safety related struc-
tures fann the basis for licensing of the plant and are used in the
evaluation of the masonry walls. The load combinations listed in
the SAR for safety related concrete structures are used except if
licensing commitments related to load combinations are not identified
in the SAR or other project documents, then applicable loads with a
load factor of unity are combined and form the basis for the evalua-

) tion.

1
l

| 4.0 MATERIALS

1

Material strengths are largely determined by review of project speci-
fications, drawings and field documentation. It may also be necessary,

in some cases, to perform in-situ tests or to test samples taken from

C-2
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the as-built structure to supplement data obtained from project docu-

ments.

5.0 DESIGN ALLOWABLES

5.1 Allowables in this section apply to loads and combinations of
loads which are normally encountered during plant operation or
shutdown, and include dead loads, live loads, normal operating
thermal effects, and pipe reactions. In addition, this section
covers allowables for loads infrequently encountered, such
as operating basis earthquake and wind loads. The loads in

the various load combinations have no increase factors and
stresses are maintained well within the elastic range.

.

In general, the governing code allowables are applied. However,

for cases not covered by the code, such as collar joint shear
and tension, and grout tension, allowables are based on a
factor of safety of 3 against failure.

The strength of mortared or grouted collar joints, 3 inches or
less in thickness, is highly dependent on the degree of consoli-
dation of the mortar or grout, the moisture content of the mix
and the block, and the construction workmanship. Therefore,

tension and shear strengths are established by tests performed

on the as-built structure. The statistical determination of
ultimate strength is consistent with methods used to verify f'c
in ACI-318 and reflects a probability of less than 1 in 10.that
a random individual strength test will be below the ultimate
strength.

.

The 30% stress increase for load combinations containing normal

operating thermal effects or displacement limited loads has been
typically accepted in the industry for reinforced concrete and!

:

I
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is considered reasonable for masonry. The factor of safety

against failure of the masonry reduces from 3.0 to 2.3, still
well within the elastic range.

In-plane strain allowables for interstory drift effects for non-
shear walls were established well below the level of strain
required to initiate significant cracking. The allowable
strain for a confined wall was based on the equivalent compres-
sion strut model discussed in Reference 1 and modified by a

i
' factor of safety of 3.0 against crushing. Test data (References

1 through 7) was rev'iewed to determine cracking strains for
confined masonry walls subjected to in-plane displacementsr

and confirms the predicted strain as given by the equivalent
strut model.

'5.2 This section deals with factored loads and other abnonnal loads
! which are credible but highly improbable such as the safe shut-

down earthquake, tornado loads and loads generated by a postu-
,

lated high-energy pipe break accident.

Code allowable stresses for masonry in tension, shear and bond
are increased by a factor of 1.67. In general, this provides
a factor of safety against failure of 1.8 (3 + 1. 67 ) . Masonry

! compression stresses are increased by factors ranging from
2.0. to 2.5 with a minimum safety factor of 1.2 (3 + 2'.5).

!
\

| Reinforcing steel is allowed to approach 0.9 times the yield
strength which is typical for reinforcing steel which is re-
quired to resist factored and abnormal loads.

Stresses due to the local effects of abnormal dynamic loads,
such as missile impact, jet 1. pingement or pipe whip, may
exceed the allowables. However, safety systems attached or

I

!

.
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adjacent to the wall are evaluated to determine if severe
cracking, local spalling, or excessive deflections will
result in loss of required function of the system or equipment.
Where gross failure of a masonry wall-must be precluded, the
provisions of ACI 349-76, Appendix C, or applicable theoretical
techniques or experimental evidence is used to evaluate wall
acceptability.

5.3 Damping for unreinforced uncracked walls was conservatively
set at 2% for OBE and SSE corresponding to stress levels~

,

ranging from approximately 0.3 to 0.6 of ultimate.

Damping for reinforced walls which are expected to crack due
to out-of-plane seismic inertia are conservatively set at 4%
for OBE and 7% for SSE. These values are typically recognized-

as being realistic for reinforced concrete, yet conservative
for reinforced masonry.

,

5.4 The modulus-of rupture of concrete, grout and mortar was
'

assumed to vary by 20%, therefore, a lower bound modulus of

rupture is determined by applying a reduction factor of 0.8
to the theoretical concrete modulus of rupture of 7.5/ f'c
or to the modulus of rupture determined by testing samples

taken from the as-built structure. For masonry, the modulus

of rupture is approximated by increasing the code allowable
flexural tensile stress by the factor of safety of 3 and then

! applying the 20% reduction to arrive at a lower bound value.
(0.8 X 3 Ft = 2.4 Ft, where Ft is the code allowable tensile

stress.)

|

|

!

.
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6.0 ALTERNATIVE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

|

Masonry walls (a) that are not relied upon to provide strength of
the structure as a whole, and (b) that are subjected to out-of-plane
seismic inertia loading causing flexural stresses in excess of
design allowables may be evaluated by means of the " energy balance
technique" for reinforced walls. Reinforced masonry walls evaluated
by the " energy balance technique" (Reference 8 and 9) must have
sufficient capability to preclude brittle failure and allow rela-
tively large ductile flexural deformations. Tests (Reference 13)
indicate that when flexure is the dominant act' ion, ductilities are

in excess of 25. Other tests (Reference 14) show that even when
compression failures oscur, ductilities in excess of 5 can be
achieved. When reinforced masonry has adequate shear and compres-

sion capability, its behavior is expected to parallel that of
reinforced concrete where allowable ductilities for predominately
non-structural elements are conservatively set at 10. It is reason-
able that for out-of-plane seismic loading on non-shear walls con-
structed of masonry where brittle failures are precluded that a
permissable ductility of 5 is acceptable as long as the safety
systems are not jeopardized.

Masonry walls confined within a rigid frame or structure can develop
substantial resistance to out-of-plane loadings after flexural crack-
ing and may be evaluated by use of the theory of arching (Reference 10

t through 12). Particular attention is given to the rigidity of the wall
,

! boundary and to the effect of a gap between the wall and its support.

Operability of safety related equipment and systems as affected by
excessive deflections of the masonry walls is of primary importance

in this alternative criteria. Therefore, due to the uncertainties
I involved in calculating the displacements, a factor of 2 is applied

to the calculated deflections and system operability is evaluated
accordingly.

.
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7.0 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

7.1 The structural response of the masonry walls subjected to out-
of-plane seismic inertia loads is based on a constant value of
gross momert of inertia along the span of the wall for the

elastic (uncracked) condition. If the wall is cracked, a better
estimate of the moment of inertia is obtained by use of the

ACI-318 formula for effective moment of inertia used in calcu-
lating imediate deflections. (Reference 15)

The effects of higher modes of vibration and variations in fre-
-

quencies are considered on & case-by-case basis. The use of
the average acceleration of the floors supporting the wall is
considered sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this evalu-

ation.

7.2 .The determination of the out-of-plane structural strength of
masonry walls is highly sensitive to the boundary conditions
assumed for the analysis. Fixed end conditions are justified

for walls (a) built into thicker walls or continuous across
walls and slabs, (b) that have the strength to resist the
fixed end moment, and (c) that have sufficient support rigidity

.

to prevent rotation. Otherwise, the wall edge is simply sup-
ported or free-depending on the shear carrying capability of
the wall and support.

Distribution of concentrated loads are affected by the bear-
ing area under the load, horizontal and vertical wall stiff-
ness, boundary conditions and proximity of load to wall sup-

ports. Analytical procedures applied to plates based on
elastic theory are used to determine the appropriate distribu-

tion of concentrated loads. A conservative estimate of the
localized moment per unit length for plates supported on all

.-
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edges can be taken as:

ML = 0.4P

where:. Mt = Localized moment per unit length (in-lbs/in)

P = Concentrated load perpendicular to wall (lbs)

For loads close to an unsupported edge, the upper limit moment
per unit length can be taken as:

ML = 1.2P

For predominately one-way action, an effective beam width of
6 times the wall thickness for distribution of concentrated-

loads is conservative for the following conditions:

a) Concentrated load at midspan; simple

supports: L 79.6T

b) Concentrated load at midspan; fixed
,

supports: L 219.2T

c) Concentrated load on a cantilever: h r2.4T

d) Couple at midspan; simple supports: a 74.8T

.

e)- Couple near a support; simple supports: a 72.4T

where: L is the beam lengthj

| h is the distance from the fixed end to the point

| of load application
a is- the distance between the concentrated loads

producing a couple'

T is the thickness of the wall!

..
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Interstory drift values are derived from the original dynamic
analysis. Strain allowables depending on the degree of con-'

finement are applied for in-plane drift effects on non-shear
walls and are set at sufficiently conservative levels for in-
plane effects alone that a reasonable margin remains for out-
of-plane loads. Out-of-plane drift effects are considered if
some degree of fixity exists at the top and/or bottom of the
wal l .

.

O
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